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2019 TEAM DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
Learning Focus #1
Team Development
Creating Healthy Exec Ed Teams

Learning Focus #2
The Future of Work
What It Means for Our Industry

Learning Focus #3
Individual Leadership
At All Levels, on All Teams
Silent Reflection
A Jesuit Tradition
Insights, Commitments, Action

Use Silent Reflection to answer these questions, only to yourself

Team Development
Creating Healthy Exec Ed Teams

• What is my responsibility in my team/ organization to ensure that we are not just smart, but that we are also healthy?
• Today I commit to ________ to help my team/ organization become better?

The Future of Work
What It Means for Our Industry

• What is my responsibility in my team/ organization to ensure that we prepared for the future?
• Today I commit to ________ to help my team/ organization be better prepared for the future?
Insights, Commitments, Action

Use Silent Reflection to answer these questions, to yourself

Individual Leadership
At All Levels, on All Teams

• What is my responsibility in my team/organization to ensure that we have a culture of leadership at all levels?
• Today I commit to ________ to help my team/organization become more leadership centric?
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU